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ABSTRACT
To identify genes involved in programmed cell death (PCD) in Caenorhabditis elegans, we screened a

comprehensive set of chromosomal deficiencies for alterations in the pattern of PCD throughout embryonic
development. From a set of 58 deficiencies, which collectively remove z74% of the genome, four distinct
classes were identified. In class I (20 deficiencies), no significant deviation from wild type in the temporal
pattern of cell corpses was observed, indicating that much of the genome does not contain zygotic genes
that perform conspicuous roles in embryonic PCD. The class II deficiencies (16 deficiencies defining at
least 11 distinct genomic regions) led to no or fewer-than-normal cell corpses. Some of these cause
premature cell division arrest, probably explaining the diminution in cell corpse number; however, others
have little effect on cell proliferation, indicating that the reduced cell corpse number is not a direct result
of premature embryonic arrest. In class III (18 deficiencies defining at least 16 unique regions), an excess
of cell corpses was observed. The developmental stage at which the extra corpses were observed varied
among the class III deficiencies, suggesting the existence of genes that perform temporal-specific functions
in PCD. The four deficiencies in class IV (defining at least three unique regions), showed unusually large
corpses that were, in some cases, attributable to extremely premature arrest in cell division without a
concomitant block in PCD. Deficiencies in this last class suggest that the cell death program does not
require normal embryonic cell proliferation to be activated and suggest that while some genes required
for cell division might also be required for cell death, others are not. Most of the regions identified by
these deficiencies do not contain previously identified zygotic cell death genes. There are, therefore, a
substantial number of as yet unidentified genes required for normal PCD in C. elegans.

PROGRAMMED cell death (PCD, or apoptosis) is proaches have made it possible to identify large num-
bers of mutations that affect PCD in this animal. Geneticessential for normal development and homeostasis

in most multicellular organisms (Jacobson et al. 1997). screens have identified four proteins (CED-3, CED-4,
CED-9, and EGL-1) that are central to the execution ofFor example PCD is crucial for morphogenesis during

embryogenesis and for elimination of excess neurons the death program (reviewed by Metzstein et al. 1998).
CED-3, a member of the caspase protease family, in-during construction of the nervous system. PCD also

performs critical defensive functions in pathogenesis duces PCD when activated (Yuan et al. 1993; Xue et al.
1996). CED-4 (which is similar to mammalian Apaf-1)and carcinogenesis.

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans has proven to be a activates the protease activity of CED-3 (Chinnaiyan et
al. 1997a; Seshagiri and Miller 1997; Zou et al. 1997).useful model organism for studying the core machinery
In cells in which the death program is blocked, CED-9,involved in PCD. A unique advantage of C. elegans is
the orthologue of mammalian Bcl-2 (Hengartner andthat all cell deaths occur at precisely defined times and
Horvitz 1994), binds to CED-4 and prevents it fromlocations. Of the 1090 somatic nuclei made during its
activating CED-3 (Chinnaiyan et al. 1997b; Xue anddevelopment, exactly 131 cells die by PCD (Sulston
Horvitz 1997). EGL-1, a BH3 domain containing pro-and Horvitz 1977; Sulston et al. 1983). Genetic ap-
tein, binds to CED-9 causing it to release CED-4, thereby
promoting CED-3-dependent cell death (Conradt and
Horvitz 1998; del Peso et al. 1998). These core events
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(Hedgecock et al. 1983; Ellis et al. 1991). ced-8 is re- nome. We find that these deficiencies can be catego-
rized into four phenotypic classes: (1) normal PCD, (2)quired for the timely onset of PCD (Stanfield and

Horvitz 2000). ces-1 and ces-2, both of which encode no or reduced PCD, (3) excess PCD corpses, and (4)
large PCD corpses. We identified 28 new genomic re-apparent transcription factors, activate PCD in a particu-

lar set of cells (Metzstein et al. 1996; Metzstein and gions involved in PCD. These analyses show that addi-
tional genes that participate in execution of PCD andHorvitz 1999).

Although many factors involved in PCD have been cell corpse engulfment remain to be identified. Finally,
our findings suggest that the developmental programidentified, the way in which these functions are inte-

grated with developmental processes, such as cell prolif- for cell death can be uncoupled from cell proliferation,
demonstrating that the normal number of cell divisioneration and cell-signaling events, are not well under-

stood and it is clear that other components remain to rounds is not essential for PCD.
be identified. For example, the comprehensive set of
targets of the CED-3 protease is not known. Moreover,

MATERIALS AND METHODSit is unclear how EGL-1, the most upstream component
known in the core PCD pathway, is regulated. In addi- Worm culture and strains: Techniques for culturing C. eleg-
tion, it is likely that additional ces-like genes exist that ans are described elsewhere (Brenner 1974; Lewis and Flem-

ing 1995). All strains were grown at 208. The strains used asdetermine the death fate of subsets of cells. Finally,
sources of deficiencies analyzed in this study are listed inwhile the participation of some cell cycle regulators in
Table 1. Most deficiencies used are balanced with a balancerapoptosis has been reported in other organisms (re-
chromosome (mnC1 II, sC1 III, and qC1 III) or a chromosome

viewed in Guo and Hay 1999), their roles in C. elegans bearing two visible mutations that closely flank the deficiency;
PCD have not been examined. such deficiency strains were used directly for analyses by No-

marski microscopy. Some deficiencies were balanced by recip-Since previous screens for cell death mutants were
rocal translocations [eT1 (III;V), nT1 (IV; V), szT1 (I;X)], whichbiased against lethal mutations (Hedgecock et al. 1983;
segregate a high proportion of lethal embryos due to aneu-Ellis and Horvitz 1986), genes essential for both via-
ploidy. Strains of this type were crossed with N2 wild-type

bility and normal PCD are likely to have been over- males and the F1 progeny that produced z25% arrested em-
looked. To screen the genome for zygotic genes re- bryos were used as sources for deficiency embryos in the

screen. eDf2, rhDf1, and mnDf1 are maintained with free dupli-quired for normal PCD without bias against lethal genes,
cations and deficiency homozygotes are generated by loss ofwe have performed a screen of genetic deficiencies
the duplications during meiotic segregation. To obtain nullo-X(chromosomal deletions).
embryos we used him-8(e1489), which produces a high fraction

Deficiencies can be used to scan segments of the ge- of nullo-X ova (Hodgkin et al. 1979). When him-8(e1489) her-
nome for zygotic gene functions. Animals homozygous maphrodites are crossed with wild-type XO males, most of the

arrested embryos are nullo-X (Ahnn and Fire 1994).for most deficiencies arrest during embryogenesis.
The data in the 1999 Genetic Map of Caenorhabditis elegansTheir phenotypes usually reflect the null phenotype of

(published by the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center) were usedone or many zygotic genes. The primary advantage of
to estimate the number of mutationally defined genes collec-

a deficiency screen is that a large fraction of the genome tively deleted by the deficiencies. The genes in the genetic map
can be efficiently screened. In addition, deficiencies can between the leftmost gene and the rightmost gene deleted by

each deficiency (confirmed by complementation tests) wereidentify genes (e.g., very small genes or neighboring
regarded as those deleted by the deficiency. Since only a subsetgenes that perform redundant functions) that are not
of genes was examined by complementation tests, each defi-readily mutated by conventional point mutagenesis (e.g.,
ciency is likely to delete more genes than this estimate and

White et al. 1994; Grether et al. 1995; Chen et al. this calculation therefore provides a conservative estimate of
1996; Zhu et al. 1997). Most deficiencies do not prevent the fraction of the genome deleted. Collectively, the deficiency

collection we screened deleted a minimum of 1213 out of thedifferentiation or cell division and it is possible to screen
1644 genetically defined genes on the genetic map, or z74%deficiency homozygotes for defects in a wide range of
of the genetically defined genome.processes that occur during embryogenesis. Indeed, de-

Nomarski analysis of deficiency embryos: In general, gravid
ficiency screens in Drosophila have been useful for iden- hermaphrodites heterozygous for each deficiency were dis-
tifying regions of the genome required for morphogene- sected in M9 solution and young (,100-cell stage) embryos

were collected for cell corpse analysis. Approximately 40 em-sis and patterning (Merrill et al. 1988; Wieschaus
bryos were mounted in M9 solution on agar pads (contain-and Sweeton 1988; Bilder and Scott 1995), DNA
ing 5% Difco Bacto agar in distilled water) and observed byreplication (Smith et al. 1993), and PCD (White et al.
Nomarski optics. Approximately one-fourth of the embryos

1994) and in C. elegans to identify loci required for are expected to be homozygous for the deficiency and there-
early cell division patterns (Storfer-Glazer and Wood fore arrest during embryogenesis without hatching. In some

strains, .25% of embryos did not hatch owing to haploinsuffi-1994), embryonic tissue patterning (Chanal and
ciency of genes deleted by the deficiency. Usually such arrestedLabouesse 1997; Labouesse 1997; Terns et al. 1997;
heterozygous embryos were distinguishable from the defi-Zhu et al. 1997), and muscle differentiation (Ahnn and
ciency homozygotes by comparing their terminal phenotypes;

Fire 1994). the heterozygotes generally showed a less severe arrest pheno-
In this study, we report the analysis of 58 chromosomal type than the majority class comprising the 25% arrested ho-

mozygotes.deficiencies that encompass z74% of the C. elegans ge-
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TABLE 1

Deficiency strains

Chromosome Deficiency Strain Genotype

I hDf10 KR1557 hDf10 dpy-5(e61) unc-29(e403)/hT2 dpy-18(h662) I; 1/hT2 bli-4(e937) III
tDf3 JR66 fog-1(e2121) unc-11(e47)/tDf3 dpy-5(e61) I
qDf3 JK1134 qDf3/unc-11(e47) dpy-5(e61) I
hDf6 KR1737 hDf6 dpy-5(e61) unc-13(e450) I; hDp31 (I; f)
qDf16 JK1726 qDf16/dpy-5(e61) unc-15(e1402) I
ozDf5 BS585 unc-13(e51) ozDf5 I; nDp4/1 (I; V)
nDf24 MT2181 nDf24/unc-13(e1091) lin-11(n566) I
nDf30 MT2139 nDf30/unc-13(e1091) lin-11(n566) I
hDf9 JR58 hDf9/dpy-14(e188) unc-75(e950) I
eDf3 CB2769 eFd3/eDf24 I
eDf9 CB2775 eDf9/eDf24 I

II nDf3 MT681 nDf3/lin-31(n301) bli-2(e768) II
ccDf5 PD8605 ccDf5/dpy-25(e817) II
maDf4 VT454 maDf4/dpy-10(e128) unc-104(e1265) II
mnDf30 SP543 mnDf30 unc-4(e120)/mnC1 II
mnDf88 SP754 unc-4(e120) mnDf88/mnC1 II
mnDf63 SP645 mnDf63/mnC1 II
mnDf89 SP755 mnDf89/mnC1 II
jDf2 PJ803 jDf2/mnC1 II

III unc-45(wc5) LV15 unc-45(wc5) dpy-1(e1)/daf-7(e1372) par-2(it46) III
sDf124 BC4330 unc-45(r450) sDf124(s2670)/sC1(s2023) [dpy-1(s2171)] III
nDf11 MT695 nDf11/unc-79(e1068) dpy-17(e164) III
rhDf1 NJ654 rhDf1 III; sDp3 (III; f )
sDf130 BC4637 sDf130 III; sDp3 (III; f )
sDf121 JK2057 sDf121 unc-32(e189)/unc-93(e1500sd) dpy-17(e169) III
nDf40 MT5491 nDf40 dpy-18(e364am)/eT1 III; eT1/1 (III; V)
eDf2 CB1517 eDf2 III; eDp6 (III; f )

IV mDf5 DR802 mDf5/nT1 IV; 1/nT1 V
nDf41 JR59 nDf41/dpy-13(e184) unc-24(e138) IV
stDf7 JR31 stDf7/fem-1(e1991) unc-24(e138) unc-22(s12) IV
eDf19 CB3824 eDf19/unc-24(e138) dpy-20(e1282ts) IV
mDf7 DR793 dpy-13(e184) mDf7 IV/nT1[let-?(m435)] (IV; V)
nDf27 MT2115 nDf27/nT1 IV; 1/nT1 V
sDf21 BC1216 sDf21 dpy-4/nT1 IV; 1/nT1 V
sDf23 JR65 sDf23/unc-26(e205) dpy-4(e1166) IV

V sDf74 BC3957 dpy-18(e364)/eT1 III; sDf74 unc-46(e177)/eT1 [let-500(s2165)] V
sDf28 BC1289 dpy-18(e364)/eT1 III; sDf28 unc-46(e177)/eT1 V
sDf42 BC3401 dpy-18(e364)/eT1; sDf42(s1680) unc-46(e177)/let-50(s2165)/eT1 (III; V)
sDf45 JR63 sDf45 unc-46(e177)/let-347(q1035) unc-46(e177) V
sDf33 BC1781 dpy-18(e364)/eT1 III; sDf33 unc-46(e177)/eT1 V
sDf26 JR67 unc-60(e723) dpy-11(e224)/sDf26 V
sDf50 JK282 sDf50 unc-46(e177)/dpy-11(e224) unc-42(e270) V
sDf30 BC1785 dpy-18(e364)/eT1 III; unc-46(e177) sDf30/eT1 V
sDf35 BC2511 dpy-18(e364)/eT1 III; unc-60(e677) dpy-11(e224) sDf35/eT1 V
ctDf1 JR61 ctDf1/unc-42(e270) sma-1(e30) V
arDf1 GS357 1/nT1 (IV); unc-42(e270) arDf1/DnT1 V
nDf42 JR106 nDf42/dpy-11(e224) unc-76(e911) V
tDf2 JR56 itDf2/unc-42(e270) dpy-21(e428) V
yDf8 TY974 unc-42(e270) yDf8/dpy-11(e224) unc-76(e911) V
yDf4 TY832 yDf4/dpy-11(e224) unc-76(e911) V
yDf6 TY865 yDf6/dpy-11(e224) unc-76(e911) V
oxDf2 BS509 ozDf2/dpy-21(e428) par-4(it33)V

X nullo-X CB1489 him-8(e1489) IV
syDf1 PS1032 syDf1/unc-2(e55) lon-2(e678) X
uDf1 TU900 1/szT1[lon-2(e678)] I; uDf1/szT1 X
stDf5 RW2551 stDp2 (X; II)/1 II; stDf5 X
nDf19 MT1401 1/szT1[lon-2(e678)] I; nDf19/szT1 X
mnDf1 SP262 mnDp1 (X; V)/1 V; mnDf1 X

The 58 deficiencies analyzed in this study are listed in order of the location of their estimated left breakpoint (proceeding
from left to right) on each chromosome.
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The number and appearance of cell corpses were analyzed for zygotic genes involved in PCD by examining embryos
by scoring fields of embryos every 30–60 min. Embryos were homozygous for deficiencies that sample most of the
scored until the wild-type siblings that started at the same

genome. As PCD occurs in cells shortly after their birth,developmental stage reached at least the 2-fold stage. Cell
and the corpses are rapidly engulfed, little informationcorpses in the terminally arrested deficiency embryos were also

scored .14 hr after the first cleavage. Corpses were counted at can be obtained regarding alterations in PCD based
four stages during embryogenesis: stage I, (“lima bean” stage on the appearance of terminally arrested embryos. To
in wild type, z340 min after first cleavage); stage II, (“comma” screen deficiency homozygotes for defects in PCD, we
stage in wild type, z380 min); stage III, (“1.5-fold” stage in

followed the distribution of cell corpses over the coursewild type, 420 min); and stage IV, (“2-fold” stage in wild type,
of embryogenesis. Of the 671 cells born during em-460 min) (Sulston et al. 1983). Since most deficiency homozy-

gotes show morphological defects, we used the time after first bryogenesis, 113 undergo PCD (Sulston et al. 1983).
cleavage, instead of morphological characteristics, to deter- The first cell death occurs at 220 min after first cleavage
mine the age of each embryo. The appearance of the collected (z250-cell stage) and the last embryonic cell deaths at
embryos varied; the approximate time of the first cleavage

z630 min (z560-cell stage). Most deaths (109/113)of each embryo was estimated retrospectively based on the
occur between 250 and 450 min of development, thenumber of cells at the beginning of the observation.

Quantifying cell corpses: For each deficiency, the number period during which we focused our observations.
of corpses at each stage in the homozygotes (Df/Df ) was com- We scored cell corpses at four developmental stages:
pared with that of their wild-type-appearing siblings (Df/1 stage I (z340 min after the first cleavage, bean morphol-
and 1/1) and N2 (wild type) using Student’s t-test (two-

ogy in the wild type), stage II (z380 min, comma), stagetailed). Nonhomozygotes and N2 were also compared to assess
III (z420 min, 1.5-fold) and stage IV (z460 min, 2-fold).whether the parental strain showed alterations in cell corpse

numbers. For P values of ,0.05, the difference in the means In addition, we scored terminally arrested embryos for
between the two groups was regarded as significant. For P each deficiency homozygote at z800 min after first
values of ,0.01, the difference was regarded as highly signifi- cleavage. In wild-type (N2) embryos, the number of
cant.

corpses seen at each of these stages is relatively repro-Obtaining nuclear counts: The number of nuclei in homozy-
ducible. The average number of cell corpses 6 standardgous deficiency embryos was counted by the squash method

(Gossett and Hecht 1980) with some modification. Briefly, deviation was as follows: stage I, 2.2 6 1.4 (n 5 41); stage
Df/1 adults were placed on NGM agar plates with Escherichia II, 4.4 6 1.6 (n 5 45); stage III, 3.6 6 1.1 (n 5 28); stage
coli. After several hours, the adults were removed from the IV, 2.8 6 1.1 (n 5 41). Generally no corpses are visible
plates. The eggs laid on the plates were allowed to develop

at the time of hatching in wild type (z800 min). Thefor .14 hr. The z5–10 deficiency homozygous embryos that
rapid engulfment and degradation of cell corpses (overremained unhatched were recovered from the plates with M9

solution and placed on polylysine-coated slides. A silicone- a period of ,20 min) are responsible for the low num-
treated coverslip was laid over the embryos and the slide was ber of cell corpses visible at any one time.
inverted onto a tissue and pressed to squash the embryos. The To examine the profile of cell corpses in deficiency
slide was immediately frozen on dry ice. After removing the

homozygotes, embryos were collected from hermaphro-coverslip by prying off with a razor blade, the slide was fixed
dite adults that were heterozygous for each deficiency.in methanol for 5 min and then acetone for 5 min at 2208.

The slide was washed in PBS containing 0.5% Tween 20 and Approximately 25% of these embryos are deficiency ho-
mounted in a 25 mg/ml DABCO solution in 90% glycerol:10% mozygotes (Df/Df ) and arrest during embryogenesis
PBS with 2 mg/ml 49,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) and owing to the removal of essential embryonic genes; the
sealed with nail polish. The stained nuclei were viewed under

remaining 75% (Df/1 and 1/1) are viable. The num-a fluorescent microscope and photographed. The number of
bers of corpses in homozygous deficiency embryos werenuclei per embryo was counted from an image projected from

the negative using a slide projector. compared with those of their siblings and of wild type
Scoring duration of cell corpses: A four-dimensional (4-D) and tested for significant deviations.

time-lapse recording system (Schnabel 1991; Hird and Fifty-eight deficiencies were examined and divided
White 1993; Moskowitz et al. 1994) was used to score the

into four classes based on the number of corpses ob-duration of cell corpse persistence. The young embryos from
served (Table 2). Class I deficiencies (20 total) showedDf/1 adults were collected and mounted on a 5% agar pad

as described above. Using the 4-D system, images of 25 focal normal cell corpse numbers at all stages. Class II defi-
planes at 1-min intervals were collected for 10 hr. From the ciencies (16 total) showed no or significantly fewer cell
recording, the duration of each corpse was scored. We scored corpses than wild type. Class III deficiencies (18 total)
all the corpses readily visible in the recording; however, the

showed excess numbers of corpses. Class IV deficienciesanalysis of some corpses (particularly those located at the edge
(4 total) arrested early in embryonic proliferation andof the embryos, or in a deep focal plane in the recorded

image) were excluded due to optical limitations. showed abnormally large corpses. The deficiencies that
led to significant PCD phenotypes are described here.

Deficiencies that delete known cell death genes: Sev-
RESULTS

eral known genes that function in cell death are deleted
by the deficiencies used in this screen. ced-3, ced-4, andDeficiency screen for genomic regions required for

normal PCD: Most previous screens for PCD defects in egl-1 are required for PCD and loss-of-function muta-
tions in these genes result in an absence of cell deathC. elegans have required embryonic viability of the mu-

tant animals. We chose to perform an unbiased screen throughout development (Ellis and Horvitz 1986;
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TABLE 2

Phenotypes of deficiency homozygotes

Overlapping Relevant
Terminal Terminal number deficiency genes

Deficiency arrest stage of nucleia groupb deletedc Comments

N2 (comma) 564 6 22.4 (n 5 6)

Class I normal PCD
hDf10 I 2-fold
ozDf5 I 2.5-fold
eDf9 I 1.75-fold
nDf3 II 1.25-fold
mnDf89 II Unenclosed z300 nuclei
jDf2 II Variable
wc5 III 2-fold
sDf124 III 2-fold
nDf11 III 2- to 3-fold
sDf130 III 1.5- to 2.5-fold
mDf5 IV 1.75-fold
stDf7 IV 1.5-fold
mDf7 IV Unenclosed
sDf50 V 2-fold
sDf30 V 2-fold Terminal embryos contained 2–4 vacuoles
yDf4 V Unenclosed
yDf8 V 1.5-fold
uDf1 X 1.75-fold 3–4 vacuoles per embryo
nDf19 X Unenclosed
nullo-X Unenclosed Some arrested embryos had no corpses

Class II fewer-than-normal or no corpses

tDf3 I Bean Slightly fewer corpses at stage II and III
qDf3 I Bean 430.7 6 21.4 (n 5 6)
hDf6 I 2-fold Fewer corpses at stage III
mnDf63 II Unenclosed 200z400 nuclei Fewer corpses at stage II
eDf19 IV Unenclosed 429.8 6 15.6 (n 5 6)
nDf27 IV 2- to 3-fold a ced-3
sDf21 IV 2- to 2.5-fold a ced-3 Small vacuole observed at 2-fold stage
sDf23 IV Unenclosed
sDf45 V Unenclosed 172.6 6 13.6 (n 5 7) b emb-29
sDf33 V 1.5-fold z200 nuclei b emb-29
sDf28 V Bean z200 nuclei b emb-29
sDf42 V 2-fold z200 nuclei b emb-29
itDf2 V Unenclosed g egl-1
nDf42 V Unenclosed g egl-1
syDf1 X 1.5-fold Slightly fewer corpses at stages I, II, and III
stDf5 X 2-fold 560.5 6 15.5 (n 5 6)

Class III excess corpses

Class III-1 corpses accumulate until the terminal stage

mnDf88 II Unenclosed Excess nuclei cki-1, cki-2 Many corpses at terminal stage only
sDf121 III 1.25-fold (ced-4) Many corpses even though ced-4 is deleted
nDf40 III Comma (ced-9) Some large corpses
sDf26 V Bean to 1.5-fold
mnDf1 X 1.5-fold

(continued)

Conradt and Horvitz 1998). As expected, the defi- ping deficiencies itDf2 and nDf42 and excludes the re-
gion deleted by the neighboring deficiencies arDf1,ciencies that delete ced-3 (nDf27 and sDf21) completely

block PCD (Figure 1). The other region whose removal yDf8, yDf4, and yDf6, which do not block PCD. These
observations narrow the relevant region to a small inter-completely eliminates PCD is defined by the overlap-
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TABLE 2

(Continued)

Overlapping Relevant
Terminal Terminal number deficiency genes

Deficiency arrest stage of nucleia groupb deletedc Comments

Class III-2 transiently elevated corpse number

qDf16 I 1.5-fold Corpses clustered in the head
nDf24 I Bean Many corpses at stage IV
eDf3 I 1.5-fold Corpses clustered in the head
mnDf30 II 2- to 3-fold Many corpses seen at stage III and IV
rhDf1 III 1.5-fold Many corpses at stage III
sDf74 V 2- to 3-fold Many corpses at stage III and IV
sdf35 V Unenclosed Many corpses at stage IV
ozDf2 V 1.5-fold Many corpses at stage III

Class III9 excess corpses by maternal effect

hDf9 I 1.5- to 3-fold d Both Df and [1] had slightly more corpses
nDf30 I 2- to 3-fold d Both Df and [1] had slightly more corpses
yDf6 V 2-fold Both Df and [1] had slightly more corpses
arDf1 V 2-fold ε Both Df and [1] had slightly more corpses
ctDf1 V 1-fold ε Both Df and [1] had slightly more corpses

Class IV large corpses

ccDf5 II Unenclosed 130.1 6 10.7 (n 5 8) z
maDf4 II Unenclosed 113.7 6 12.4 (n 5 6) z
eDf2 III Unenclosed 420.9 6 25.9 (n 5 7) Some irregular shaped corpses
nDf41 IV Unenclosed 182.5 6 9.3 (n 5 6)

The 58 deficiencies were categorized into four major classes based on the PCD phenotypes observed. Class I deficiencies
showed no significant difference from wild type in cell corpse number at any stages (see materials and methods for definition
of stages). Class II deficiencies resulted in significantly fewer-than-normal cell corpses for at least one stage. Class III deficiencies
resulted in significantly greater-than-normal corpses for at least one stage; these were further subdivided into three classes
depending upon their temporal patterns. Class IV deficiencies produced abnormally large corpses. All class IV deficiencies
showed significantly fewer corpses than did wild type but were categorized in a separate class because of the aberrant appearance
of corpses. The number of cell deaths produced by wild-type embryos at various stages provides a useful comparison: prior to
the 200-cell stage wild-type embryos do not undergo cell death. The class II deficiencies that delete emb-29, the overlapping class
IV deficiencies ccDf5 and maDf4, and the class IV deficiency nDf41 cause arrest with ,200 nuclei. Twelve PCDs occur in wild
type between the 200z400 cell stage (e.g., the stage at which mnDf63 homozygotes arrest). By the z430-cell stage (e.g., around
the stage at which qDf3, eDf19, and eDf2 homozygotes arrest) z20 cell deaths have occurred in wild type. The remaining PCDs
in wild type occur between the 430-cell stage and the end of embryogenesis (558 nuclei in hermaphrodite embryos).

a Terminal number of nuclei determined by counting DAPI-stained nuclei in squashes of embryos (see materials and methods)
are given as average number 6 SD. In the case of approximate numbers, estimates were made by observing terminal embryos
under Nomarski optics.

b Overlapping deficiencies that show similar PCD phenotypes are indicated in groups denoted with Greek letters. These
overlapping deficiencies may delete common genes involved in PCD.

c Relevant genes deleted by the indicated deficiency. Deficiencies that remove ced-4 or ced-9 (shown in parentheses) do not
yield Ced phenotypes owing to maternal rescue.

val on chromosome V. Following our identification of vitz 1986; Yuan and Horvitz 1992) undergo PCD (Fig-
ure 2A). We found that this discrepancy is attributablethis region, it was reported that loss-of-function muta-

tions in the egl-1 gene, which resides in this interval, to maternal rescue of the homozygotes, as revealed in
the genetic experiments presented in Table 3. Similarly,prevent PCD (Conradt and Horvitz 1998). Thus, it

is likely that the absence of cell death in itDf2 and nDf42 while ced-9 is required to suppress cell death, the ced-9(lf)
homozygotes produced by heterozygous mothers de-is caused by removal of egl-1. These two examples of

class II deficiencies validate our screen as a means to velop normally until late in postembryonic develop-
ment, owing to maternal supply of the ced-9(1) productidentify genomic regions involved in PCD.

A limitation of the deficiency screen is that it does (Hengartner et al. 1992). Therefore, although nDf40
(see below), which deletes ced-9, leads to excess numbersnot detect maternally rescued genes, as exemplified by

ced-4 and ced-9. Although stDf121 deletes ced-4, homozy- of cell corpses, this phenotype is likely not attributable
to removal of ced-9.gous embryos, unlike ced-4(lf ) mutants (Ellis and Hor-
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Figure 1.—Cell death pro-
files for class II deficiencies. Av-
erage number of cell corpses
counted per embryo at each
developmental stage is shown
for each deficiency strain.
Hatched bar, N2 (wild type);
stippled bar, 1/1 or 1/Df em-
bryos; solid bar, Df/Df em-
bryos. (I) z340 min after first
cleavage (bean stage in wild
type); (II) z380 min (comma
stage in wild type); (III) z420
min (1.5-fold in wild type);
(IV) z460 min (2-fold in wild
type); (T: terminally arrested
embryo) .800 min (the ap-
proximate time at which wild-
type embryos hatch). For the
terminal stages, cell corpses
were scored only in deficiency
homozygotes. More than 30
embryos from Df/1 mothers
were scored for each defi-
ciency, and the average for
each category [(1/1 or 1/Df )
and (Df/Df )] is shown. The av-
erage numbers of corpses

between the two categories were compared by t-test. For data marked with one asterisk, 0.01 # P , 0.05; for those with two
asterisks, P , 0.01. For overlapping deficiencies that delete common relevant regions, only one representative deficiency is
shown.

All described engulfment mutants, with the exception with 150–200 differentiated cells (Hecht et al. 1987),
suggesting that the arrest in proliferation is due to lossof ced-1, are maternally rescued (Ellis et al. 1991). Since

there was no available deficiency that deletes ced-1, we of emb-29. To test whether the absence of PCD in these
deficiencies could be explained by the mitotic blockwere unable to evaluate the efficacy of our screen in

identifying engulfment genes. However, we found that caused by loss of emb-29, we examined the pattern of
cell corpses in emb-29 mutants. Embryos carrying any ofseveral of the deficiencies we analyzed are profoundly

defective in cell corpse engulfment (see discussion). three mutant alleles of emb-29 (s819, g52ts, and b262ts),
invariably arrested with ,200 cells and showed de-Some class II deficiencies suggest a link between PCD

and cell cycle progression: As described above, deletion pressed cell corpse numbers comparable to that seen
with the deficiencies that delete emb-29. Although mostof the two genomic regions that contain ced-3 and egl-1

result in the complete absence of PCD. All other class cells in wild-type 200-cell stage embryos do not show
obvious differentiation, arrested emb-29 embryos andII deficiencies cause a partial reduction of cell corpse

number (Figure 1). For some of the deficiencies, a dimi- deficiencies that delete emb-29 contain a number of dif-
ferentiated cell types (e.g., intestine, neurons, and mus-nution in cell corpse number appeared to result from

mitotic arrest. Four overlapping deficiencies (sDf45, cles); thus, differentiation is not blocked in these em-
bryos despite the early arrest of cell proliferation.sDf33, sDf28, and sDf42) cause a profound decrease in

cell corpse number at all stages. All four caused embryos Therefore, the diminished cell corpse number in these
deficiencies is likely to be explained by the mitotic block.to arrest with ,200 nuclei, compared to the z560 nuclei

present in wild-type embryos at hatching (Table 2); PCD EMB-29 may be directly required both for mitotic pro-
gression and activation of the cell death program; alter-does not occur before the 200-cell stage in wild-type

embryos. (The number of PCDs that have been gener- natively, it may not be possible to initiate PCD from the
particular stage in the cell cycle at which emb-29 mutantsated by various stages in wild-type development are

noted in Table 2). By contrast, three nearby deficiencies arrest.
Embryos homozygous for qDf3, eDf19, stDf5, and sDf23(sDf74, sDf26, and sDf50) did not result in decreased

cell corpse number or reduced number of nuclei. Thus, showed fewer corpses at all stages. stDf5 maps near the
ced-8 gene, mutations in which cause cell corpses tothe PCD and cell proliferation phenotypes are closely

linked and are not separable by the deficiencies that appear later than they did in wild type (Stanfield and
Horvitz 2000). However, we found that ced-8(n1891)we examined. One of the genes in the relevant region

is emb-29, mutations in which result in arrest of embryos complements the cell death phenotype of stDf5, indicat-
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Figure 2.—Cell death profiles
for class III deficiencies. (A) Class
III-1: cell corpses accumulated to-
ward the end of embryogenesis.
(B) Class III-2: excess corpses were
observed at specific develop-
mental stages. Data presented as
described in Figure 1.

ing that the reduced number of cell corpses is not due Four deficiencies (mnDf63, syDf1, hDf6, and tDf3) lead
to stage-specific decreases in cell corpse number. Mostto deletion of ced-8. qDf3 and eDf19 homozygotes arrest

with slightly fewer (420–430) nuclei than are present notably, tDf3 embryos showed fewer corpses during
stages II and III, while corpses accumulated in the ar-in fully developed embryos. This partial block in cell

proliferation may contribute to the reduction in cell rested embryos. This apparent delay in the production
of corpses may be caused by the delayed execution ofcorpse number in these deficiencies. However, based

on their morphology, these embryos undergo differenti- cell death in these embryos, as seen in ced-8 mutant
embryos.ation and the reduction of corpses cannot, therefore,

be explained by a general failure to differentiate. Possible involvement of some, but not all, Ras path-
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TABLE 3

Maternal rescue of the ced-4 and sDf121 PCD phenotype

Average no.
Genotype of mother Genotype of F1 embryos corpses per embryo

unc-79(e1068) ced-4(n1162) unc-79(e1068) ced-4(n1162) 0 (20)
unc-79(e1068) ced-4(n1162)/1 unc-79(e1068) ced-4(n1162)/1 6.3a (23)

or unc-79(e1068) ced-4(n1162)/1 or 1/1
sDf121 unc-32(e189)/unc-93(e1500) sDf121 unc-32(e189) 3.6b (7)

dpy-17(e164)
sDf121 unc-32(e189)/unc-93(e1500) dpy-17(e164) 5.0 (12)

or unc-93(e1500) dpy-17(e164)
sDf121 unc-32(e189)/unc-79(e1068) sDf121 unc-32(e189) 0 (4)

ced-4(n1162)
sDf121 unc-32/unc-79(e1068) ced-4(n1162) 0 (20)

or unc-79(e1068) ced-4(n1162)

Embryos derived from mothers of the indicated genotype were scored for PCD corpses at stage II. Number
of embryos scored is shown in parentheses.

a Every embryo contained at least three corpses.
b Every embryo contained at least two corpses.

way components in embryonic PCD: Among the class between the regulation of PCD in the germline and in
somatic cells.II deficiencies that produce diminished numbers of

corpses, two delete genes of the ras signaling pathway: Stage-specific elevation of cell corpse number in class
III deficiencies: Thirteen deficiencies result in abnor-stDf5 deletes ksr-1 (Kornfeld et al. 1995b; Sundaram

and Han 1995), and tDf3 deletes mek-2 (Church et al. mally elevated cell corpse numbers at one or more
stages. We further subdivided these deficiencies into1995; Kornfeld et al. 1995a; Wu et al. 1995; Figure 3).

The Ras signaling pathway has been implicated in the two subclasses based on their temporal effects. In class
III-1 deficiencies (sDf26, nDf40, mnDf1, sDf121, andregulation of apoptotic cell death in cultured mamma-

lian cells (reviewed by Pritchard and McMahon mnDf88), the number of corpses was elevated particu-
larly in later and terminal embryos (Figure 2). Of these,1997), and an activated form of Ras causes hyperplasia

and increased cell death in a process that is dependent sDf26 and nDf40 showed the strongest effect: the num-
ber of corpses at stage III and IV was approximatelyon the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cas-

cade in Drosophila (Karim and Rubin 1998). In C. ele- three times higher than that in wild type. By contrast,
mnDf88 showed normal corpse numbers through stagegans, germline cell death requires activation of the Ras/

MAPK pathway (Gumienny et al. 1999). Unlike somatic IV, but a large number were seen in terminal embryos.
As mentioned earlier, nDf40 deletes ced-9, a cell deathcells, germ cells are produced by indeterminant rounds

of cell division and PCD in the germline is subject to inhibitor. The maternal supply of CED-9 is sufficient to
suppress PCD during embryogenesis, and homozygousdifferent control mechanisms than in somatic cells. It

is not known whether the ras pathway is involved in PCD ced-9(2) progeny of ced-9(2)/1 mothers live and be-
come sterile adults (Hengartner et al. 1992). There-of cells arising from a defined cell lineage.

To investigate the possible role of Ras pathway compo- fore, the excess cell corpses observed in nDf40 embryos
are unlikely to be caused by increased PCD resultingnents in embryonic PCD, we scored the profile of cell

corpses during embryogenesis in ksr-1 mutants. Muta- from the lack of ced-9 function. To examine further
whether the elevated cell corpse numbers result fromtions in ksr-1 suppress the multivulva phenotype caused

by activated let-60 ras but have no apparent phenotype increased numbers of dying cells or accumulation of
corpses due to a defect in their engulfment, we scoredin a wild-type background (Kornfeld et al. 1995b; Sund-

aram and Han 1995). We found that z20% of the ksr-1 for the persistence of individual cell corpses in 4-D time-
lapse video images of recorded embryos (Schnabel(ku68) embryos arrest between the 2-fold and early pret-

zel stages and these arrested embryos contained fewer 1991; Hird and White 1993; Moskowitz et al. 1994).
In wild-type embryos, most corpses remain visible forcell corpses than did wild-type or the ksr-1 embryos that

did not arrest (Figure 4). By contrast, we found that let- ,30 min (average 20.2 min). By contrast, in nDf40 em-
bryos, many corpses persisted for .30 min (Figure 5).60 ras mutants did not show dramatically altered devel-

opmental cell corpse profiles. Thus, while some compo- The engulfment defect in nDf40 homozygotes was more
severe after stage II: while only one-third (11 out of 33)nents of the ras pathway may affect embryonic PCD, we

could not obtain evidence for involvement of the entire of the corpses persisted longer than 50 min prior to
stage II, all 20 corpses remained for such an extendedpathway; this is likely to reflect a fundamental difference
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period after stage II. This observation explains why em- regions include genes that are maternally required in
the cell death process.bryos homozygous for nDf40 contained a normal num-

ber of corpses up until stage II, with a striking increase Class IV deficiencies suggest that cell division and
cell death can be uncoupled: Embryos homozygous forin corpse number thereafter. The defect in cell corpse

engulfment can at least partially explain the elevated eDf2, nDf41, ccDf5, and maDf4, defining at least three
genomic regions, showed prominent corpses that werecorpse numbers seen during embryogenesis, further

supporting the view that removal of ced-9 is not responsi- abnormally large (Figure 7). In all cases, the number
of corpses was greatly reduced compared to wild typeble for this phenotype.

In class III-2 deficiencies (sDf74, nDf24, mnDf30, rhDf1, (Figure 8). In addition, the arrested embryos contained
fewer nuclei than the 558 of fully developed wild-typesDf35, ozDf2, qDf16, and eDf3), cell corpse numbers are

transiently elevated, but decrease in terminal embryos embryos: eDf2 embryos arrested with z420 cells, nDf41
with z180, and ccDf5 and maDf4 with ,140. In the case(Figure 2). sDf74 shows the most drastic effect: sDf74

homozygotes contain more corpses than do wild type of at least the two overlapping deficiencies, ccDf5 and
maDf4, the large cell corpse size is probably attributableeven at stage I, and the numbers progressively increase

through stage IV, reaching a peak average of 18.2 to the programmed death of abnormally early (there-
fore larger) cells. Such a conclusion is consistent withcorpses per embryo; the number then drops to only 1.4

corpses in terminal embryos. By contrast, nDf24 homozy- the observation that ccDf5 and maDf4, which arrested
with the lowest number of nuclei, exhibited exclusivelygotes show almost normal numbers until stage III; the

number rapidly increased to an average of 14.5 corpses large corpses. Corpses in eDf2 and nDf41 embryos, though
generally larger than those in wild type, were occasion-at stage IV, diminishing to an average of 8.3 in terminal

embryos. In qDf16 and eDf3 embryos, there was a slight ally normal in size. These latter two deficiencies result
in multinucleate hypodermal cells, suggesting defectselevation in cell corpse number during early stages, but

no corpses were observed in terminal embryos. in cytokinesis (Terns et al. 1997; M. Furuya and A.
Sugimoto, unpublished observation). Moreover, eDf2Possible maternal effects of class III9 deficiencies:

Although the deficiency screen was designed to find deletes cyk-4, and nDf41 deletes zen-4; loss-of-function
mutations in either of these genes lead to multinucleateregions required zygotically, we found three regions

(yDf6, the overlapping region defined by nDf30 and cells and both are required for completion of cytokinesis
(Powers et al. 1998; Raich et al. 1998; Jantsch-hDf9, and the overlapping region defined by ctDf1 and
Plunger et al. 2000; M. Furuya and A. Sugimoto, un-arDf1) that, when deleted, show phenotypes suggesting
published data). Thus, the large corpses in eDf2 anda maternal requirement for normal PCD. In all three
nDf41 are likely to be caused by the death of thesecases, embryos produced by heterozygous mothers show
multinucleate cells. However, we did not observe multi-a higher number of corpses at each stage compared to
nucleate cells in embryos homozygous for ccDf5 andwild type, even though only 25% were expected to be
maDf4. The first PCD in wild-type C. elegans embryoshomozygous for the deficiency (Figure 6). In fact, ar-
occurs when there are z250 cells (Sulston et al. 1983)rested (Df/Df ) and viable (Df/1 or 1/1) embryos
and most arise after the 400-cell stage. Our finding thatshowed similar numbers of cell corpses. The elevated
embryos containing as few as z140 nuclei can nonethe-cell corpse numbers seen in all embryos derived from
less give rise to several cell corpses implies that activationsuch heterozygotes may be attributable to haploinsuffi-
of the cell death program is not absolutely dependentciency of the gene(s) responsible for the cell death
on the normal number of rounds of mitosis duringphenotype: heterozygous mothers may contribute insuf-
embryogenesis.ficient levels of gene product to the zygote to provide

for normal function. An alternative explanation, i.e.,
that the strains used in the screen were homozygous for

DISCUSSIONan unknown mutation responsible for the phenotype,
is unlikely, at least in the case of the regions defined New regions required for embryonic PCD: As an ap-
by overlapping deficiencies: it is improbable that inde- proach for identifying new genes required zygotically
pendently isolated deficiencies carry additional muta- (and in some cases maternally), a major advantage of

this deficiency screen is that extensive genomic regions,tions that act similarly. Instead, it seems likely that these

Figure 3.—Map positions of deficiencies screened. Chromosomes are indicated by horizontal bars, the central gene clusters
by black bars. The positions of known cell death genes and other genes relevant to this study are indicated above each chromosome.
The approximate location of each deficiency is indicated below its corresponding chromosome. The pattern of the horizontal
line representing each deficiency is coded according to the cell death phenotype it exhibited (see annotations in the figure).
yDf4 and yDf6 are coextensive based on available map data, yet they exhibit different phenotypes; however, since the precise
endpoints of these deficiencies have not been determined, it is certainly reasonable to suppose that the latter removes genes
that the former does not.
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Figure 4.—Cell death pro-
files for Ras pathway mutants.
For ksr-1(ku68), arrested em-
bryos (solid bars) are com-
pared with embryos that devel-
oped normally (stippled bars).
For let-60(n2031), homozygotes
are compared with 1/1 or 1/
let-60 (n2031). Asterisks repre-
sent P values, as described in
Figure 1.

and therefore a large number of genes, can be screened the ced-9 gene, for which loss-of-function alleles produce
a maternal lethal phenotype, was originally identifiedsimultaneously. From a screen of 58 deficiencies, cov-

ering an estimated 74% of the genome, we identified from a viable gain-of function allele (Hengartner et
al. 1992). The deficiency screen is not biased towardmany genomic regions involved in embryonic PCD. At

least 30 regions required for the normal number or genes that mutate to viability and it is therefore likely
that some of the relevant genes in the regions we identi-appearance of embryonic PCDs were found, nearly all

of which (28) correspond to genomic segments in which fied may be essential for viability.
New genomic regions required for PCD: Many of theno known cell death genes reside. These results suggest

that, although extensive screens for point mutations regions identified in the screen may contain previously
unidentified genes that are directly involved in control-leading to abnormal PCD have been performed (e.g.,

Ellis and Horvitz 1986; Ellis et al. 1991; Hengartner ling PCD.
Deletion of nine distinct genomic regions (12 defi-et al. 1992; Metzstein et al. 1996; Conradt and Hor-

vitz 1998; Metzstein and Horvitz 1999), many cell ciencies) not containing a known PCD gene resulted in
death genes have yet to be identified and characterized reduction of cell corpse number (class II). The class IV
in C. elegans.

The failure of past genetic screens to identify the
relevant genes in the regions revealed by this study
might be attributable to the lower sensitivity of the assay
for aberrant PCD and/or the bias toward viable muta-
tions in the screens for point mutations. By characteriz-
ing cell corpse numbers at multiple times during embry-
ogenesis, our assay was sensitive to transient alterations
in PCD, enabling us to identify subtle abnormalities
(such as the stage-specific reduction, or increase, in
corpse number), which might be missed by previous
screening methods. In addition, all PCD-related genes
previously reported in C. elegans were originally identi-
fied from viable mutants (Ellis and Horvitz 1986;
Ellis et al. 1991; Conradt and Horvitz 1998). Even

Figure 5.—Analysis of cell corpse duration in nDf40. Em-
bryos homozygous for the indicated deficiency were recorded
throughout embryogenesis by 4-D time lapse. All visible
corpses from the recorded images were scored for their dura- Figure 6.—Cell death profiles for class III9 deficiencies.

Data presented as described in Figure 1.tion and histograms of their persistence time are shown.
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Figure 7.—Examples of cell
death phenotypes seen in de-
ficiency homozygotes. Nomar-
ski image of a representative
embryo from each class is
shown. Cell corpses are indi-
cated by arrowheads. (A) Wild-
type embryo at the 1.5-fold
stage. (B) Terminal itDf2 ho-
mozygote (class II). No cell
corpses are visible. (C) Termi-
nal stDf74 homozygote (class
III). Many corpses are appar-
ent. (D) Terminal nDf41 ho-
mozygote (class IV). Abnor-
mally large corpses are visible.

deficiencies (three regions; 4 deficiencies) also resulted excess accumulation of corpses. Five deficiencies
(mnDf88, sDf121, nDf40, sDf26, and mnDf1) cause excessin fewer corpses. However, none of these deficiencies

completely eliminated PCD; thus, in the genomic re- accumulation of corpses that persisted to the end of
embryogenesis, while eight (qDf16, nDf24, eDf3, mnDf30,gions we investigated there appear to be no genes that

are zygotically essential for all PCD. It is possible, there- rhDf1, sDf74, sDf35, and ozDf2) led to a transient excess
during embryogenesis. The excess corpse number mayfore, that all genes that are zygotically essential for PCD

in C. elegans have been identified. be the result of increased numbers of dying cells [as in
ced-9(lf ) mutants] or of defects in engulfment of corpsesThe deficiencies that delete emb-29 (sDf45, sDf33,

sDf28, and sDf42) and the class IV deficiencies (eDf2, (as in the many known engulfment-defective mutants;
Hedgecock et al. 1983; Ellis et al. 1991). Our temporalccDf5/maDf4, and nDf41) resulted in arrest with reduced

numbers of nuclei; this premature arrest is likely to analysis revealed that nDf40 is defective in engulfment
(Figure 5). Similar analysis of two other class III defi-contribute to, but may not be entirely responsible for,

the general decrease in corpse number. For those defi- ciencies, sDf74 and rhDf1, revealed that these also lead
to a severe defect in engulfment (our unpublished ob-ciencies that do not decrease nuclear numbers, the ob-

served decrease in PCD might be the result of defects servations), suggesting that most, and possibly all, of
the class III deficiencies might be engulfment mutants.in mechanisms that determine the fate of cells destined

for death. To date, only two genes, ces-1 and ces-2, are Additional analyses of cell corpse persistence with the
other class III deficiencies will reveal whether the in-known to be involved in such cell death determination

processes in C. elegans (Metzstein et al. 1996; Metz- creased cell corpse number is caused by excessive PCD
or defective engulfment.stein and Horvitz 1999). Both genes regulate a small

subset of PCDs. The genomic regions defined by the Although the deficiencies described here exhibited
PCD defects, we cannot exclude the possibility that thedeficiencies that result in normal cell numbers and re-

duced PCD may provide a starting point to identify aberrant numbers of PCD corpses are caused by dra-
matic changes in the embryonic cell lineage. In such aother ces-like genes that determine the death fate of

particular cells. case, the relevant genes might play no role in the cell
death program per se. Analyses of cell lineages will beThe removal of 13 genomic regions results in the

Figure 8.—Cell death pro-
files for class IV deficiencies.
Data presented as described
in Figure 1.
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required to determine whether the altered PCD num- that the program controlling the proper number of cell
division rounds and that controlling PCD are separable.bers are the result of direct defects in PCD or of dramatic

transformations in embryonic cell fates. Two class IV deficiencies (ccDf5 and maDf4) result in
arrest with far fewer than the normal number of nuclei,Embryonic PCD and Ras signaling: In wild-type C. ele-

gans, female germ cells undergo PCD near the region do not appear to be defective in cytokinesis, and yet do
not block PCD. Presumably, the regulatory machinerywhere cells exit the pachytene stage. It has been shown

that the members of the Ras signaling pathway [let-60 that normally activates PCD in particular lineages dur-
ing embryogenesis is able to function even when too(ras), lin-45 (raf), mek-2 (MAPKK), and mpk-1 (MAPK)]

are required for exit from pachytene arrest, as well as few cell divisions have occurred. This might indicate that
PCD-promoting regulators are activated in response tofor PCD in the female germline (Church et al. 1995).

Thus, it was suggested that the Ras pathway might di- a clock that is dependent upon absolute time rather
than on rounds of cell division. By contrast, we alsorectly or indirectly regulate germline PCD. We have

shown that a ksr-1 mutant, and deficiencies that delete found that some specific cell cycle defects can appar-
ently prevent cell death. The emb-29 mutants and em-ksr-1 or mek-2, depress PCD during embryogenesis.

KSR-1 is a conserved Raf-related kinase and has been bryos homozygous for deficiencies that delete emb-29
arrest with ,200 nuclei but, unlike class IV deficiencies,implicated as a positive regulator in the Ras signaling

pathway, functioning in parallel to, or downstream of, few or no corpses were observed in these mutants.
One possible explanation for these contrasting phe-Ras (Kornfeld et al. 1995b; Sundaram and Han 1995).

Our results raise the possibility that this component of notypes might be a difference in the stage of the cell
cycle at which arrest occurs. Cells in emb-29 mutants andthe Ras signaling pathway might participate not only

in regulating PCD of female germ cells, but also in in homozygous deficiencies that delete emb-29 arrest at
M phase (Hecht et al. 1987; our unpublished data). Byembryonic PCD. However, we were unable to find evi-

dence that ras itself affects embryonic PCD, perhaps contrast, cells of the class IV deficiencies appeared not
to arrest at M phase, as judged by DAPI staining ofindicating that some, but not all, components in this

pathway function in the embryo to regulate cell death. chromosomes (data not shown). These observations
suggest that it might not be possible to initiate PCD atCell cycle and PCD: A number of studies have sug-

gested a link between the regulatory mechanisms con- M phase. While it is apparent that PCD might be regu-
lated in a cell cycle-specific manner, the embryos lackingtrolling cell proliferation and PCD (for review, Guo and

Hay 1999; King and Cidlowski 1998; Lundberg and emb-29 function differentiate various cell types, includ-
ing neurons, muscles (twitching), and intestine, im-Weinberg 1999). For example, some cell cycle regula-

tors also control apoptosis. The p53 tumor suppressor plying that M-phase arrest does not prevent all aspects
of cellular differentiation. It will be interesting to iden-promotes either cell cycle arrest or apoptosis in response

to DNA damage (Levine 1997). Survivin, an inhibitor of tify the genes that simultaneously block both PCD and
cell proliferation, in hopes of learning which cell cycleapoptosis (IAP) protein, is a cell cycle-regulated caspase

inhibitor, suggesting that caspases may be active nor- regulatory functions are also required for initiation of
the apoptotic program.mally during particular phases of the cell cycle (Li et

al. 1998). However, IAP homologues of C. elegans have We are grateful to the Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (Theresa
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